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Tarot Class 

Facilitated by Kathy Eckert, MSW 
7 pm – 9 pm, Wednesday, February 17, 2016 

$7 / class 

New Classes Starting this month! 

An Introduction to an Ancient Yet Timely Method for Personal 
Transformation, Focusing on Numeric Symbolism 

Spreads and Tarot Exercises Done in Most of the Classes 

No experience needed. 

For more info, click on our Events page 

 

Robin Mayer 

Blueprint for Life:  See Your Purpose in 
Your Hands 

Tuesday, Feb 23, 2016, 7 pm 

Free – we will pass the hat for donations to the Library 
Robin will explore how the information contained in your specific fingerprints can offer 
perspective on current circumstances and relationships to the bigger picture of where the life is 
heading. 

The real transformative power in discovering one's Life Purpose and Life Lesson comes when this 
information is brought directly into day to day life.  

Bellingham Hand Analysis 
1101 N State Street, Suite 300 
 (360) 306-8957 work 
(425) 374-9824 cell 
robin@bhamhandanalysis.com 
BhamHandAnalysis.com  and On Facebook 

 

History Redux 

A Book Club Focused on Ancient Civilizations and Forgotten History 

Monday, March 7, 2016, 7 – 8:30 pm 

Free for members, $5 for non-members. 

Magicians of the Gods: The Forgotten Wisdom of Earth’s Lost 

Civilization by Graham Hancock  (2016) 

An advanced civilization that flourished during the Ice Age was destroyed in 

the global cataclysms between 12,800 and 11,600 years ago.  

Survivors - known to later cultures by names such as 'the Sages', 'the Magicians', 'the Shining 

Ones', and 'the Mystery Teachers of Heaven' - travelled the world in their great ships doing all in 

their power to keep the spark of civilization burning. They settled at key locations - Gobekli Tepe 

in Turkey, Baalbek in the Lebanon, Giza in Egypt, ancient Sumer, Mexico, Peru and across the 

Pacific where a huge pyramid has recently been discovered in Indonesia. Everywhere they went 

these 'Magicians of the Gods' brought with them the memory of a time when mankind had fallen 

out of harmony with the universe and paid a heavy price. A memory and a warning to the future... 

 

Astrology Class 
With Ray Couture 

MARCH 10 – MAY 19 2016 

7:00-9:00 PM 

$150 for 10 weeks 

 

http://www.seattlemetaphysicallibrary.org/
mailto:robin@bhamhandanalysis.com%0d
BhamHandAnalysis.com
http://www.facebook.com/BhamHandAnalysis


This class is 10 weeks covering all of the basic elements of astrology involving studying a 

mystery chart of a public figure, learning how to read an astrology chart and reading each other’s 

charts. 

My astrological practice spans some 45 years and includes learning from Dane Rudhyar, the 

father of Humanistic Astrology. 

I am currently available at East West Books in Seattle every other Tuesday from 6:30 to 8:30pm 

for $5, should you want to come by for a chat before you decide about attending this class.  

I am currently writing a book on astrology. 

This is a small venue, class size will be limited to 10 people.   

 Reserve your seat with a $25 deposit otherwise RSVP to 

astroray@gmail.com no later than March 3rd 2015. Paypal accepted. 

For additional information: www.astrologicalperspectives.net 

New Books Available for Members to Borrow 
Respectful visitors, whether members or not, are welcome to read books in our Library 

 

Icelandic Magic: Practical Secrets of the Northern 

Grimoires 
by Stephen E. Flowers Ph.D., 2016 

Unlike the rest of Europe, Iceland did not lose its written pre-Christian 
literature and traditions.  These books, housed in the National Library at 
Reykjavik, were maintained in secret into the 20th century. 
This is a description of Icelandic tradition and practice from the 16th century 
onward, including a history of the pagan and early Christian times, with 
specific techniques and ritual template.  He also includes tales of famous 
legends and grimoires.  . 

 

Awaken-Unburden-Create (CD) 
by Jan Engels-Smith, 2006 
This is a guided meditation series designed to help shed burdens and 
remove energetic blocks. Faulty behavioral patterns handed down through 
family systems are gently removed and dismembered. Listeners are 
realigned and restored to their divine self. The benefits, the healings and the 
results of these age-old healing rites are available to anyone willing to sit 
down and listen.  

 

Take Your Body With You: Shamanic drumming and 

journey CD. 
Jan Engels-Smith, 2004 

Take Your Body With You is a shamanic drumming journey CD. Shamanism 
is based on healing of self and others, mysticism, directing energy with 
intention, traveling into the worlds beyond the veils, invoking power, inviting 
our helping spirits into ordinary reality, understanding the transitions of 
life/death and using magic. 

 

The Book of Primal Signs: The High Magic of Symbols 
by Nigel Pennick -2014 

With more than 300 unique woodcuts, drawings, calligraphy, and 
photographs-Pennick examines ancient and enduring glyphs such as the 
circle, cross, eye, pentagram, fleur de lis, tree of life, and horseshoe, as well as 
several families of symbols, such as craftsmen’s marks, runes, symbolic beasts, 
human heads and skulls, and the sigils of Mammon explores the symbols of 
high magic such as the glyph of John Dee’s monad, those of folk magic such as 
the traditional cock on the weather vane, and the creation of modern glyphs 
such as the peace sign and the anarchy symbol. 

 

Shadow Masters: Governments and Secret-Service 

Agencies Working Together with Drugs 
by Daniel Estulin,    2010 

Examines the collaboration between governments, intelligence services and 
drug traffickers lining the pockets of big business and Western banks. The 
narrative winds between the author's own story of covering "deep politics" 
and the facts he has uncovered. The ongoing campaign against Victor Bout, 
the "Merchant of Death," is revealed as "move/countermove" in a game of 
geopolitics, set against the background of a crumbling Soviet Union, a 
nascent Russia, bizarre assassinations, wars and smuggling. 

http://www.astrologicalperspectives.net/
http://www.amazon.com/dp/1620554054?tag=seattmetaplib-20
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B000IOM3I0?tag=seattmetaplib-20
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B000309YSG?tag=seattmetaplib-20


 

Secret Medicines from Your Garden: Plants for Healing, 

Spirituality, and Magic 
by Ellen Evert Hopman,  2016 

Weaving together ancient wisdom, mystical folklore, and modern plant 
research, master herbalist Ellen Evert Hopman explores the many uses of 
flowers, trees, common weeds, and ornamental plants for food, medicine, 
spiritual growth, and magical rituals. She reveals the herbal lore 
surrounding each plant, drawing on traditional knowledge and remedies 
from around the world, including Native American, Celtic, and Egyptian 
traditions. 

 

The Art and Science of Hand Reading: Classical Methods 

for Self-Discovery through Palmistry 
by Ellen Goldberg and Dorian Bergen,  2016  

This comprehensive guide, based on 40 years of teaching palmistry and the 
Western Mystery tradition, presents the character traits and personality 
archetypes associated with each of the seven mounts of the palm and shows 
how to determine which are most influential in the nature of the individual. 
The mount archetypes reveal the lifestyle, love; best career choices; and the 
unique strengths and weaknesses for each person. 

Community Events 

 
If you would like to help publicize this event, posters can be downloaded from 

 http://tetralite.com/G&H/Fetzer2016PosterFullColor.pdf 

The Dark and Light Forces:  
Angels, Fairies, Demons, 
Ghosts and Elementals 

Strengthen your connection with the Divine 
Spiritual Realm! Unity of Bellevue 

April 23, 2016 

8 am to 5 pm 

 

John Van Auken is the Director of Research at A.R.E (The Association for Research and 
Enlightenment) and an expert on the Edgar Cayce  readings and Egyptian  mysticism.  He will 
share methods for benefitting from communing with the invisible world and for protecting 
yourself from unwanted influences. Using tools to create enhanced states of conscious-ness and 
perception, John will help you experience these other varieties of life in a manner that is helpful 
and positive to your soul growth 

Early bird registration before April 15: 

$110 for NonMembers 

$ 95 for A.R.E. Member 
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